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Uzziah forgot the Lord and thought that he was something. We are apt to forget

the Lord and think we are something, on the one hand; on the other hand, we are

apt to get discouraged and downcast and forget the Lord and look to ourselves and

to the circumstances. Thus we get (6 1/2)

that the things of earth grow strangely

dim we y' realize the importance (6 3/4)

Most men who've accomplished something for God$a t sometime had the

realization of God's power

of his greatness pressed$ome upon their mind in such a way that it becomes a

tiendosis overriding force, (7 1/4) affecting all

These are days in which

People tend to explain everything as a result of matter or forre, of secondary

circumstances, the actions of human beings, they look at the secondary (7 1/4)

and not to realize that, no matter how

m.rh we direct the things no matter how carefully we plan,

God is over all, controlling, and he can take our best-laid plans and twist them

around (7 1/2)

There was a striking example of this 50 years ago. In Great Britain there was

a group of men who decided that they would build a boat, the finest boat the

world had ever seen, doubtless there are better boats today. But this boat was

way ahead of anything that had been built up to that time. They decided to build

a very wonderful bcat which would be the greatest boat the world had ever seen.

And they advertised it all over, this great, wonderful boat which they would call

the Titanic, because it would be the largest bca t ever built, the strongest boat

ever built. And so the great Titanic was built and the builder who built it was a

man who was skilled in the craft of building boats beyond everyone else in his
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